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technologies used to assist child porn.23 The

Who is Safeguarding Our Children?
Parents are the first line of defense;

FBI, U.S. Department of Homeland Security
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and U.S. Immigration and Customs play a
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regular role in tracking offenders and bringing
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“physically impossible.”26 He did, however,

The National Center for Missing &

highlight the company‟s use of filters,

Exploited Children is an influential advocate

password protection and classifications of

for children and families. Robbie Callaway,

material to safeguard children as much as

chairman of the board of directors, drew

possible.
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Networks‟ products.
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of
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pornography. He believes that “we need a

anonymous

federal task force...in order to be able to

pornography.

attack the owners and the distributors of these

organization‟s experience with investigations
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perpetrators responsible for trading the illegal
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LLC, told members of Congress that “P2P
networks are plagued by child pornography.”28

John Netherland, former director of

The problem persists, but the industry claims

the U.S. Department of Homeland Security‟s

to be creating safeguards. Mr. Gorton called

Cyber Smuggling Center, said P2P networks
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and more regulations.
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Evidence is increasingly easier to capture and

introduced the Informed P2P User Act of

preserve on a real-time basis.

“For these

2009 (H.R. 1319) to prevent the proliferation

reasons

file-sharing

of child pornography by requiring P2P file-

peer-to-peer

investigations are likely to increase.”31
Federal

lawmakers

sharing distributors to obtain informed
expect

consent of users before information on their

technological improvements in the future,

computers is shared. Similar legislation was

including the use of promising new software

introduced in 2008 by Representatives John

designed to detect child pornography called

Barrow (D-GA), Mary Bono Mack (R-CA)

32

“Operation Fairplay.”

Special Agent Flint

and Joe Barton (R-TX).

Waters, lead agent for the Wyoming Internet
Crimes
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Oversight

and

describes the system as a “comprehensive

Committee
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computer

law

Towns (D-NY) stated his intentions of

enforcement the tools they need to leverage

creating his own legislation after hearing of

the latest technologies to identify and track

the

those who prey on children, just as the

pornography over P2P networks. Chairman

offenders use technology to identify and track

Towns was especially chilled to discover the

the children that would be their prey.”33
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Government

Reform
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distribution
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of
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government

documents such as the First Lady‟s private

Congressional Involvement in P2P

itinerary, Secret Service documents and other

Protection

official records. Chairman Towns is crafting
his legislation around limitations of P2P

Bi-partisan legislation is currently

software on “all computer networks operated

being debated in the U.S. House of
Representatives.

Representatives

by

John

the

federal

contractors.”

Barrow (D-GA) and Mary Bono Mack (R-CA)
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or
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Vice President Joe Biden sponsored

Protections are trying to keep pace

the Combating Child Exploitation Act while a

with technology but the problem continues.

senator in 2008. The bill, which became law

In October 2009, the U.S. House of

in October 2008, allocated over $1 billion

Representatives

over the next eight years to promote increased

Committee passed the Informed P2P User

enforcement of Internet crimes against

Act. The legislation is moving to the House

children.

A provision requires 250 new

floor as this report is compiled, requiring P2P

federal agents dedicated to child exploitation

software vendors to supply “clear and

cases for beefing up personnel, equipment

conspicuous” notice of which files are shared

and educational programs designed to combat

and obtain consent by computer users before

Internet crimes against children, and for

sharing commences.

creating new forensics laboratories if the

prohibits P2P programs from being “sneaky,”

Attorney General deems it necessary to deal

“surreptitious” and from preventing software

with a „backlog‟ of online child exploitation

that cannot be removed.38

cases.36

Energy

&

Commerce

The legislation also

Ernie Allen, president and CEO of
the National Center for Missing & Exploited

Conclusion

Children, stated it well:

“As technology

executive

evolves, so does the creativity of the predator.

assistant director of law enforcement services

New innovations such as webcams and social

for the FBI, called child pornography a

networking

problem both widespread and dire. In 1996,

vulnerability of our children when they use

the FBI launched an initiative to combat child

the Internet. New technology to access the

pornography. In 1996, the number of such

Internet is used by those who profit from the

cases jumped by 2,050 percent, from 113 to

predominantly

2,500 in only a decade.

pornography and seek to evade detection by

Chris

Swecker,

acting

The FBI now

sites

online

law enforcement.”39

estimates that no fewer than “one in five

are

increasing

market

in

the

child

Law enforcement,

children will be solicited while online.”37
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legislation and regulation must keep pace with
technological advances in order to protect our
children
networks.

from

the

dangers

from

P2P

The FTC recommends industry

and government take steps so that consumers
receive

the

many

benefits

from

this

technology while avoiding the risks that it
creates.40

Our nation‟s children need

regulations to ensure P2P networks and other
technologies do not put their security at risk.
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